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SEWER SCOPE 
INSPECTIONS: 
AN INVESTMENT FOR 
YOUR BUSINESS 
By Stephanie Jaynes, Marketing Director, 

InspectorPro Insurance

Stephanie Jaynes is the Marketing Director for InspectorPro Insurance, which 

o�ers ASHI members exclusive benefits through its program: InspectorPro with 

the ASHI Advantage. Through risk management articles in the ASHI Reporter and 

on the InspectorPro website, InspectorPro helps inspectors protect their livelihood 

and avoid unnecessary risk. Get peace of mind and better protection with Inspec-

torPro’s pre-claims assistance and straightforward coverage. Learn more at www.

inspectorproinsurance.com/ashi-advantage.
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H
ome inspectors—may your homeowners and buyers be 
warned: Having a damaged sewer line can really stink. 
Unnoticed sewage exposure from broken or blocked lines 
can expose home dwellers to health hazards like bacterial, 
fungal, and parasitic infections. Compromised sewage 
lines can also wreak havoc on homes, causing flooding, 

sinkholes, mold, and foundation cracks and shifts. Such problems, once 
manifested, can cost thousands of dollars to mitigate and repair.

Fortunately, there is a way to detect potential problems with a property’s 
sewage line: a sewer scope inspection.

Note:  The Managing Risk column with Inspec-
torPro Insurance provides home inspectors with 
tips to protect their businesses against insur-
ance claims and examines best practices for 
crafting effective pre-inspection agreements.

The opinions expressed in this article are those of 

the author only and do not necessarily reflect the 

opinions or views of ASHI. The information contained 

in the article is general and readers should always 

independently verify for accuracy, completeness, 

and reliability.
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INVESTMENTS INSPECTORS MAKE

EDUCATION AND LICENSING 

Most states do not require sewer scope inspectors to have 
a license. But some jurisdictions do. Be sure to check 
your state and local laws to see if your area requires 
licensure and what you need to do to obtain licensure.

However, even if training is not required in your state, 
taking courses to bolster your knowledge of plumb-
ing systems and scope inspections is wise. By pursu-
ing knowledge, you qualify yourself to perform better 
inspections, generate more credibility in the �eld, and 
mitigate potential claims. �ere are multiple resources 
available on the ASHI Online Learning Center as well 
as through third-party training schools.

EQUIPMENT

You can’t perform a sewer scope inspection without 
a camera system. Most quality systems cost between 
$6,000 and $7,000 and include cables, cameras, and 
batteries. Some things to consider when selecting a 
sewer scope inspection camera include:

• PROBE LENGTH

• PROBE MATERIAL

• LIGHTING CAPABILITIES

• IMAGE CAPTURING AND FEATURES

• WEIGHT AND MANEUVERABILITY

Note that some vendors will finance camera systems, making 

the barrier to entry lower. Talk to sewer scope sellers to see what 

payment options are available.

ENDORSEMENTS

An endorsement is a form that either modi�es or adds 
coverage to your insurance policy. Most home inspection 
insurance policies exclude additional services like sewer 
scope inspections. �us, the insurance company will not 
o�er coverage for those additional services without an 
endorsement. So, if you perform sewer scope inspections 
or want defense and indemnity for related claims, you 
may wish to change an existing policy exclusion with an 
endorsement. Typically, insurers charge a �at, annual fee 
around $150 for a sewer scope endorsement.

WHY INSPECTORS OFFER SEWER 
SCOPE INSPECTIONS

�e home inspectors we interviewed perform sewer scope 
inspections for the following reasons:

1. TO MEET DEMAND

Home inspectors like Matthew Hawley of Hawley Home 
Inspections, LLC in Missouri chose to start performing 
sewer scope inspections to ful�ll clients’ requests.

“After we had three buyers ask for a service we don’t 
provide, we �gured out how to o�er it,” Hawley said.

While any client can bene�t from a sewer scope inspection, 
many real estate agents recommend that people purchasing 
a home more than 20 years old take advantage of the ser-
vice. As such, you may have more demand for sewer line 
inspections if there are many older homes in your area.

2. TO MAKE MORE MONEY

After 17 years of residential home inspections, Chuck 
Lambert from Sunrise Inspection Services in California 
decided to provide sewer scope inspections to promote 
growth and job security.

“I wanted to make more money, make myself more di-
versi�ed, make myself more in demand,” Lambert said. 
“Because if the real estate market crashes like it did a 
couple years back … and if all you do is home inspections, 
you’re going to be sitting around twiddling your thumbs.”

One of the reasons Lambert chose sewer line inspections 
over other ancillary services is because of how much pro�t 
he could make. While the initial investment was higher, 
Lambert can charge more per inspection than he can for 
many other additional services. For Lambert, the ability 
to make his investment money back quickly and then 
some is a great trade.

“NOT A LOT OF HOME INSPECTORS DO 
SEWER LINE INSPECTIONS BECAUSE IT’S 
NOT CHEAP,” HE SAID. “MY ATTITUDE IS, IF 
I CAN SPEND $7,000 ON A TOOL THAT’S 
GOING TO MAKE ME $40,000 IN A YEAR, 
WHERE DO I SIGN UP?”
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LIMITING YOUR LIABILITY

Carrying a sewer scope endorsement is one of the most 
important things you can do to protect against related 
claims. However, there are additional risk management 
techniques you can employ to safeguard your business. 
Below are some suggestions.

TRAIN YOUR EMPLOYEES.

If you run a multi-inspector �rm, it’s important that you 
train not only yourself but your employees to be pro�-
cient sewer scope inspectors. It takes skill and practice 
to use a scope well.

To make sure his employees know what they’re doing, 
Hawley has his inspectors practice scope inspections 
with him.

“MY EMPLOYEES DO AROUND 50 SEWER 
SCOPE INSPECTIONS WITH ME BEFORE 
DOING ONE ON THEIR OWN,” 
HAWLEY SAID.

“THEN I REVIEW MY EMPLOYEES’ SEWER 
SCOPE INSPECTIONS FOR FOUR TO SIX 
MONTHS AFTER THEY START DOING THEM 
ON THEIR OWN.”

MAKE SURE YOU HAVE A LONG ENOUGH SCOPE.

Remember how we said scope length is one of the consid-
erations necessary when purchasing a camera system? 
Having a long enough scope may help prevent claims.

In several recent claims, inspectors’ scopes were too 
short to see the entire sewer line. To avoid falling short, 
invest in a longer scope or investigate other openings to 
the sewer line.

If you’re unable to inspect the entire sewer line due to 
the length of your scope and lack of alternative access, 
let your client know—both verbally and in your report. 
Also, recommend your client hire a plumber to examine 
the remaining feet you were unable to inspect.

TAKE CARE OF YOUR EQUIPMENT.

After purchasing the appropriate equipment, you have 
to take care of it. In a recent claim, a home inspector’s 
camera battery failed during a portion of their sewer 
scope inspection. Rather than backing the scope up and 
restarting the inspection with a fresh battery, the inspec-
tor assumed things were OK in the uncaptured area. It 
turns out there was a break in the pipe right where the 
camera had failed. Had the inspector re-scoped, they 
surely would have spotted the problem.

Avoid unnecessary equipment failure with regular main-
tenance and checks. If, despite your best e�orts, your 
equipment does break down during your inspection, 
tell your client. Again, it’s smart to communicate to 
your client verbally and in your report. We also suggest 
working with your client to reschedule the sewer scope 
inspection for a later date when your equipment is fully 
functional.

To learn more about your equipment-related risk, read 
our article “Am I liable if my home inspection tools fail?” 
on inspectorproinsurance.com.

DON’T GO FURTHER THAN YOU SHOULD.

While errors and omissions (E&O) claims are more 
common, general liability (GL) claims can also occur. 
If he encounters a blockage, Matthew Steger of WIN 
Home Inspection in Pennsylvania avoids causing prop-
erty damage by stopping his examination there.

“If I �nd an obstruction, I don’t go further. If I did, my 
camera could get stuck or damaged,” Steger said.

Worried about damaging your camera system on the 
job? Consider purchasing equipment coverage, which 
insures your inspection tools and equipment against 
theft and damage. We strongly recommend such cover-
age for expensive tools—even (and perhaps especially) 
those you rent.

SEWER SCOPES AND HOME INSPECTIONS

Have a lot of older homes in your area? Are clients 
expressing interest in having their sewer lines in-
spected? Looking to make more money?

If you answered “yes” to any of these questions, perhaps 
it’s time for your company to o�er sewer scope inspec-
tions.


